Abstract. In this paper, the monotone iterative method is applied to impulsive retarded functional-differential problem. The problem is also discussed in case we abandon the monotone method and start directly with the equivalent integral equation.
Introduction
The monotone iterative technique have been used to approximate the extremal solutions of several problems: [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
In the present paper the monotone iterative method is applied to the impulsive retarded functional-differential systems. The paper is organized as follows. First, we prove a comparison lemma, then we show that it is possible to construct the monotone sequences converging to the coupled quasisolutions of the impulsive problem in a sector. Finally, in Section 4 an alternative approach is discussed.
The above problems are motivated by the results of [1] , [3] .
Preliminaries Let J = [0,T], r > 0, 0 = t0 < h < t2 <•••< tp < tp+1
= T are given points, J' = J\ {tj}f=1.
Denote by PC {J, R n ) the set of all functions y : J -> R n which are continuous at t ^ ifc, left continuous at t = tk and y(t£) exists, k = 1,2,... ,p. We denote by PC([-r, 0], R n ) the set off all functions x : [-r, 0] R n such that x(t~) = x(t) for all t € [-r,0), exists for all t € [-r, 0) and a:(£ + ) = x(t) for all but except at most a finite number of points t 6 [-r, 0) with norm ||x|| = sup ||x(t) We consider the impulsive retarded functional-differential equation (IRFDE) (1) x?(t) = f(t,x(t),x(t-T 1 ),xt), t g J',
For each fixed i, 1 < i < n, let pi, qj, p^ p{, q i be nonnegative integers such that pt + ^ = pi + q t = p { + q { = n -1, so that we can partition
Then the system (l)-(3) can be written as 
Ax\ t=tk =I h (x(t k )), fc = l,...,p,
x 0 = <f>.
We shall prove a comparison result which will be used in our discussion.
where the constans L, M, N are positive and
where a = max{ifc+i -t k , k = 0,1,...
Proof. We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: Let inequality (7) hold strictly and u(t) < 0 for t G [-r, 0]. We suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists a point t* G (0, T) such that u(t*) >0.
We note that if u(tk) < 0, then from the inequality (8) it follows that u(i+) < 0. Therefore, there exists a natural number m such that 0 <m <p and a point t G (0, T),i 6 (tm,tm+1) such that u(t) = 0 and u(t) < 0 for 
where 9k G (tk,tk+i), k = j + 1, j + 2,... ,m -1,0j G (t,tj+i),6m G (tm,t). Prom (7) we obtain It follows that The function w satisfies the inequalities
According to Case 1, we obtain w(t) < 0, t € [-r, T]. Taking the limit as e -• 0, we obtain that u(t) < 0 for t € [-r,T].
Monotone iterative technique
The functions v, w G E are said to be coupled quasi lower and upper solutions to system (4)- (6) if
The functions x,y € E are said to be coupled quasisolutions of (4)- (6) (A3) For i = 1,..., n, there exist constans Li, Mi, Ni >0 such that
-r whenever v < x < w,Vi < Xi < Xi < Wi and v t i < xti < x t i < wt i on [-T,0], 
-T The paper [3] permits us to assure that this problem has a unique solution x € E. Then we can define the operator
B : [v, w] x [1/, 1u] E by [B(rj,u)](t) = x(t), t G [-r,T]
, where x is the unique solution of (14).
This operator possesses the following properties:
To prove (a), we consider the function m,i(t) = Vi(t)-Xi(t) (i = 1,..., n), where x = B (v,w) . By the definition of coupled quasi lower and upper solutions we have
+ Li(xi(t) -Vi(t)) + Mi(xi(t -Ti) -Vi(t -ri)) + Ni \ (xt)i(s) -Vt,i(s))d8
-T 
= -Lim,i(t) -Mirrii(t -ri) -N{ J m t ,i(s)ds,

o -U{xJ(t) -vl(t)) -Mi(x}(t -n) -^(i -n)) -Ni \ (^(a) -r,l ti (s))d8 -T -fi{t,vl(t), -n), [r}\t -Tl )} Pi , [u(t -Ti)] ?1 ,\fJt\pi) H?,) +/i(i,»7i (i), tn\t) ] Pi , [ti(t)], 0 »7i (i -n), [v 2 (t -n) k,
[li(t -Ti)] ft , f/Ji, k 2 ]^, [litfej -/¿M(i)>fo 2 (0k> [«(i)],o-n), [r? 2 (i -rOlp-,, [u(t -rO]^,^, fo 2 ]^, [u^-J
+Li(®?(t) -^(i)) + Mi(x 2 (t -n) -r, 2 (t -n)) + tf, J (xl(s) -rt ti (8))d8 -T = -Li{x\(t) -rjl(t)) -Miixfa -Ti) -V }(t -7i
Positive solutions
In this section we abandon the monotone method and start directly with the equivalent integral equation. Taking the limit as m -> 00 in (16) or (17), from assumption (ii) and by virtue of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we can see that the function x\ is a positive solution of (1) - (3) 
We create the function We can find A2, 0 < A2 < 1 so small that AP^y2(t) < u2(t) < A2^y2(t), t € [h,t2].
We can define the sequences {v™}, {w™} as follows The function x*(t) is a positive solution of (l)-(3). The proof is therefore complete.
